Pathways™ Beverage Drain Control

HELPS REMOVE BUILDUP FROM BEVERAGE DRAINS AND ICE BIN DRAINS

- Dissolves clogs in beverage tower drain lines
- Regular use helps maintain clean drain lines
- Convenient dosing bottle simplifies dispensing through dosing cap
- Helps reduce emergency plumbing costs when used regularly
- Ready-to-use non-corrosive formula does not require the use of PPE
- Biodegradable and contains no caustic ingredients or phosphates
Pathways™ Beverage Drain Control is specially formulated with ingredients that target the tough soil buildup unique to beverage tower drains, shake machine drains, blended ice drains and espresso or coffee drains. These soils accumulate over time forming a build-up of sugary wastes. Left untreated, the sugary waste build-up can slow drain flow or clog drains entirely.

**APPLICATIONS**
- Beverage tower drains
- Espresso machine drains
- Blended ice drains
- Shake machine drains

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

Food contact surfaces are to be rinsed with potable water before re-use.

1. Complete daily beverage station, beverage drain, floor drain or dump sink cleaning procedure; follow with a water rinse.
2. Loosen cap, then squeeze bottle to fill dosing chamber with recommended amount of Pathways Beverage Drain Control per application chart.
3. Remove cap and pour dose directly down drain. Do not follow with a water rinse.

**RECOMMENDED DOSE APPLICATION**

1 fl oz Beverage drains / daily maintenance
2 fl oz Floor drain, dump sink, recovery
2 fl oz Partial clog or slow drain